Quick Erect Porch Awning
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Congratulations on purchasing your Khyam quick erect
Porch Awning! The instructions below are a quick guide and
are supplemental to and should be used in conjunction with
other enclosed literature.

1) Enclosed in the bag Pic ref Fig.1 are: (a) the porch awning, (b) carry
case (c) peg bag, (d) lower wall (closing off the gap between the base of
caravan and the ground).
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2/ Taking the lower wall, gently slide the kador section of the lower wall
through the channel of your caravan. Pic ref Fig.2

3/ Pick up the rolled porch awning with the legs pointing up towards you
then gently allow the legs / poles to lower outwards and downwards to the
ground making a star shape on the floor. In order to help keep the porch
awning clean and protect the flysheet fabric it is advisable to lay a
groundsheet out on the ground in front of your caravan on which to erect
the porch awning. Pic ref Fig.3 and Fig.4

4/ Look for the two shorter pole sections with the velcro attached foam
pads and position these towards the face side of your caravan onto which
you wish to attach the porch awning. Pic ref Fig.5

5/ Locate the white kador fabric strip sewn to the top edge of your porch
awning. Taking the left hand side of the strip (looking from the front
towards your caravan) locate the strip into the kador track on your
caravan.Pic ref Fig.6 / Fig.7 / Fig.8

Note 1: The Kador should be pulled through the track of your Caravan via
the eyelet and guy rope only. The Guy rope can be removed from the
eyelet after fitting. Failure to use the guy rope or pulling the Kador
through the track via the fabric only will result in tearing the fabric or
stitching.

Note 2: Some caravans have a wider opening towards the roof section
which allows the porch awning to be attached further up the track. If you
have a section like this you will find it easier to thread the kador strip from
here rather than the base of your caravan.
Note 3: The Kador track of your caravan should be clean and free from
any dirt or blockages. It is also advisable to ‘lubricate’ the track with a
suitable silicon based lubricant for this purpose (your local caravan dealer
should be able to provide this). Take care not to over lubricate as any
excess may mark the fabric of your porch awning or caravan.

6/ At this point you may find it more convenient to get a second person to
assist by supporting the central hub and poles of the porch awning, whilst
you gently push the fabric and kador track of the awning through the track
of your caravan. Pic ref Fig.9
7/ Push the fabric and kador along the track until in the required position.
Pic ref Fig.10
8/ First lock off the two top joints Pic ref Fig.11

9/ Lift the central hub upwards allowing a second person to go inside the
porch awning and push upwards from underneath the central hub. Pic
ref Fig.12 and Fig.13

10/ With the central hub held up from the inside lock off the remaining two
lower leg joints. Pic ref Fig.14 and Fig.15
11/ Ensure the top padded end sections of the poles are correctly
positioned on the roof of your caravan with the padded sections
protecting the roof of your Caravan. Pic ref Fig.16

12/ Finally position, peg and guy the porch awning fully. Pic ref Fig.17
and Fig.18

